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The instantaneous structure of the near wake of a cylinder subjected to small- 
amplitude perturbations is characterized using high-image-density particle image 
velocimetry. Emphasis is on control of the small-scale shear-layer vortices, which feed 
into the Karman vortices. Modifications of the Karman vortex formation are classified 
according to patterns of modulated and locked-on shear-layer vortices. The formation 
length of the Karman vortices can be dramatically shortened and, in the limiting case, 
occur adjacent to the base of the cylinder when it is perturbed at the inherent instability 
frequency of the shear layer and its subharmonics. Moreover, the induced shear-layer 
vortices can lead to large-amplitude transverse undulations of the entire near-wake 
region during formation of the KarmBn vortices. 

These variations of the near-wake structure are further elucidated by considering the 
transient response of the wake, induced by abrupt cessation and onset of periodic 
motion of the cylinder. Distinctive intermediate states of the wake arise during 
relaxation to its asymptotic state; such relaxation requires a very large number of 
periods of the inherent instability of the shear layer. 

1. Introduction 
Schiller & Linke (1933) dramatically illustrated the sensitivity of the near wake of a 

cylinder over the range of Reynolds number from approximately lo3 to lo4. Small trip 
wires located near the onset of separation of the shear layer from the cylinder could 
induce substantial alterations in the extent of the 'dead zone' immediately downstream 
of the base of the cylinder. Since then, a wide range of insightful investigations have 
demonstrated the marked variations in the fluctuating lift coefficient cL and the 
pressure coefficient - C,, over this same range of Reynolds number. Comprehensive 
assessments of these variations of the overall loading on the cylinder are provided by 
Gerrard (1963, Roshko & Fiszdon (1969), McCroskey (1977), Zdravkovich (1988), 
Szepessy & Bearman (1992) and Williamson (1996). These features are, in turn, 
intimately related to the so-called vortex formation length. In essence, the decrease in 
formation length over the Reynolds number range lo3 < Re < lo4 is in accord with 
increases in the magnitudes of -C,, and cL. This formation length has been 
interpreted quantitatively by Bloor & Gerrard (1966) and Szepessy & Bearman (1992) 
using the streamwise variation of the characteristic velocity fluctuation. Alternatively, 
Unal & Rockwell (1988) employed a criterion based on a characteristic velocity 
fluctuation in the near wake. 

Crucial to a proper interpretation of the sensitivity of the near wake is a detailed 
understanding of the unstable shear layers separating from the cylinder. Bloor (1964) 
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characterized the time-averaged features of the instability associated with the onset and 
development of small-scale vortices, including their predominant frequencies, and 
Gerrard (1963 emphasized the sensitivity of the unstable shear layer to free-stream 
disturbances, and thereby alteration of the time-mean characteristics of the very near 
wake. The overall features of the disturbed shear layer observed in these early studies 
are those of a shear-layer instability. This shear-layer instability is more appropriately 
described as a solution to the Rayleigh equation, which fully accounts for the 
distributed velocity and vorticity across the shear layer. For our present purposes, we 
designate the small-scale vortices formed in the layers separating from the cylinder as 
simply shear-layer vortices. The near wake therefore exhibits two coexisting modes: the 
shear-layer mode and the Khrman mode. 

Bluff-body wakes are generally viewed as globally (absolutely) unstable in the 
Karman mode (Huerre & Monkewitz 1990). Indeed, the robust, liniit-cycle oscillations 
evident at low Reynolds number reinforce this view. There exists, however, a range of 
Re where the formation length of Karman vortices is large. This increase in visualized 
formation length is accompanied by a decrease in the near-wake fluctuation level as Re 
is systematically increased from Re r 200 to Re r 1000 (Unal & Rockwell 1988). 

The onset of the shear-layer vortices, which feed into the Karman vortices, has been 
observed at different values of Reynolds number, extending from approximately 600 to 
1900, no doubt due to variations in the level and spectral distribution of the incident 
free-stream turbulence, as well as possible upstream influence of the vortical structures 
in the near wake. Gerrard (1978), Wei & Smith (1986), Kourta et a/. (1987), Unal & 
Rockwell (1988), Filler, Marston & Meih (1991), Ahmed, Khan & Bays-Muchmore 
(1993), Sheridan et al. (1993), Lin, Towfighi & Rockwell (1995), Chyu & Rockwell 
(1996) and Prasad & Williamson (1996) describe various aspects of both the quasi-two- 
dimensional and three-dimensional mechanisms of the unstable shear layer that feeds 
into the Karman vortex. The potential for controlling the small-scale shear-layer 
vortices has been demonstrated in several investigations. Filler et a/. (1991) show that 
the frequencies of excitation corresponding to maximum response of the near-wake 
velocity fluctuation are in good agreement with previous investigations of self-excited 
shear-layer instabilities from the corresponding stationary cylinder. Sheridan et al. 
(1993) demonstrate that peaks in the near-wake response are attainable at 
subharmonics of the inherent frequency of the shear-layer vortices and, furthermore, 
that the formation length of the Karman vortices could be altered. Chyu et al. (1995) 
reveal that generation of phase-locked patterns of shear-layer vortices is particularly 
effective for inducing rapid onset of Karman vortices. 

The traditional approach to controlling the formation of Karman vortices is to 
subject the cylinder to prescribed oscillations at frequencies slightly above and below 
the inherent Karman frequency, and at amplitudes that are typically a substantial 
fraction of the cylinder diameter. For this type of excitation, a phase-locked response 
of the Karman vortex formation relative to the cylinder motion is attainable, and 
drastic changes in timing of the initially shed vortex and mode of the near-wake vortex 
street can be induced as described by Zdravkovich (1982), Williamson & Roshko 
(1988), Ongoeren & Rockwell (1988), and Filler et al. (1991). Such control of the 
Karmkn vortex formation is not limited to periodic excitation. Nakano & Rockwell 
( 1993, 1994) demonstrate that amplitude- and frequency-modulated perturbations of 
the cylinder can give rise to a variety of phase-locked and modulated patterns of the 
Karman vortices. The underlying motivation of these types of investigations is to assess 
the mechanisms of energy transfer between the fluid and the cylinder, which, in the 
corresponding elastically mounted system, would give rise to self-excited excitation. An 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of the cylinder subjected to controlled oscillations 

important byproduct of such studies is an understanding of the mechanisms for 
enhancing mixing processes and convective heat transfer in the near-wake region. 

In contrast, the present investigation aims to control indirectly the large-scale vortex 
formation by suitable manipulation of the small-scale shear-layer vortices. Excitation 
is at a frequency corresponding to the inherent instability frequency of the separating 
shear layer, or one of its subharmonics, and at amplitudes that are a small percentage 
of the cylinder diameter. Emphasis will be on the steady-state response of the near 
wake to these types of periodic excitation. In addition, transient excitation, 
corresponding to abrupt onset and cessation of the cylinder motion, will be invoked. 
Such excitation can induce a succession of states of the near wake, which involve 
remarkable alterations of the process of Karman vortex formation. All these features 
will be characterized quantitatively using a technique of high-image-density particle 
image velocimetry, which provides the instantaneous velocity and vorticity distri- 
butions and the corresponding streamline patterns of the coexisting small- and large- 
scale vortical structures in the near wake. 

2. Experimental system and techniques 
Experiments were performed in a free-surface water channel having a test section 

4880 mm long, a width of 914 mm, and a depth of 597 mm with the water level at 
540 mm. A system of honeycomb screens produced a relatively low disturbance level 
of the free stream of less than 0.1 %, with the major contributions to the spectral 
density of the kinetic energy at frequencies nearly two orders of magnitude smaller 
than the frequency of the shear layers from the cylinder. Figure 1 is a schematic of the 
cylinder subjected to controlled perturbations. Details of the cylinder mounting and 
forcing are described in detail by Chyu (1995). In essence, a cylinder of 51 mm diameter 
was mounted horizontally in the test section and connected by a vertical arm to a 
forcing system. A false wall-end plate arrangement ensured that only the two- 
dimensional cylinder was exposed to the flow. With this false wall arrangement in 
place, the effective width of the test section was 525 mm, giving an aspect ratio of 
LID = 10.3, in which L is length and D is diameter. At a free-stream velocity of 
91 mm s-', the Reynolds number was Re = 5000; higher values up to Re = 10000 were 
attained by increasing the free-stream velocity. The ratio of the inherent frequency J;: 
of the shear-layer instability to the frequency j ,  of Karman vortex formation is 
jJf, = 6.7, representing well-separated length scales of the shear layer and Karman 
modes. The onset of pronounced concentrations of vorticity in the shear layers 
separating from the cylinder was found to be influenced by the effective turbulence level 
of the free stream. At Re = 5000, experiments in a similar facility having a maximum 
intensity of 0.1 % generated somewhat earlier onset of pronounced vorticity 
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FIGURE 2. Instantaneous near-wake vorticity fields for a stationary cylinder over the range 
5000 < Re < 10000. Minimum contour level I cornin I = 5 s-l, contour increment Aw = 5 s-'. Positive 
contours : thin lines ; negative contours : thick lines. 

concentrations (Chyu & Rockwell 1996) than in the present facility, for which special 
efforts were made to minimize spectral contributions of the same order as A. 

The motion of the cylinder was controlled by a high-resolution motor interfaced 
with a computer and attached to a traverse table. This system allowed controlled 
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perturbations of the cylinder in a direction perpendicular to the free stream at 
amplitudes 0.001 6 A / D  d 0.06, corresponding to root-mean-square (r.m.s.) ampli- 
tudes 0.0007 6 A,,,/D d 0.042, and frequencies over the range 0.3 - < f ,  d 2.4 Hz. 
The r.m.s. velocity v, of forcing relative to the free-stream velocity U is u,/U = 2nf, A /  
1 /2  U,,. At the lowest amplitude A I D  = 0.001 and f ,  =J;I = 2.4 Hz, v,/U = 0.006. 
The first phase of the experiments involved steady-state periodic motion of the 
cylinder, while the second phase incorporated abrupt onset and cessation of the 
periodic motion, in order to allow examination of the transient response of the near 
wake. 

Quantitative flow visualization involved a laser-scanning version of high-image- 
density particle image velocimetry (PIV), described by Rockwell et al. ( 1992, 1993), and 
Rockwell & Lin (1993). A scanning laser sheet was generated by steering the beam 
from a continuous wavelength Argon-ion laser (4 W) to a rotating mirror having 72 
facets. A scanning frequency of 626 c s-' was employed. This scanning frequency, in 
conjunction with the velocity of the bias mirror located in front of the camera lens, 
allowed optimum spacing between particle images of approximately 160 pm, while 
biasing the entire pattern of particle images, in order to preclude difficulties associated 
with directional ambiguity and large dynamic range across the image. These images 
were generated by seeding the flow with 12 pm diameter hollow glass spheres coated 
with a thin layer of silver. Particle images were recorded using a Nikon F4 camera with 
a 105 mm lens, with high resolution (300 lines mmpl) 35 mm film as the recording 
medium. The entire system comprising the camera, the bias mirror, and motion of the 
cylinder were synchronized using a central microcomputer in the laboratory. 

The lens system provided a magnification factor A4 = 1 : 2.9, defined as the ratio of 
the length scale on the film negative to the length scale in the physical plane of the laser 
sheet. The 35 mm negatives were digitized using a 35 mm film scanner at a scanning 
resolution of 125 pixels mm-l. The digitized images were then evaluated to obtain 
the velocity vectors. An interrogation window size of 100 pixels x 100 pixels 
(0.8mmx0.8 mm) with 50% overlap was used, which resulted in a grid size of 
0.4 mm x 0.4 mm on the film, corresponding to a grid of 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm in the plane 
of the laser sheet. Each interrogation square contained approximately 20-25 particle 
images. Evaluation of this pattern of images yielded one velocity vector by use of a 
single-frame cross-correlation approach. 

Three quantitative representations of the flow field are employed. Velocity fields 
involve velocity vectors obtained directly from evaluation of the negative. Streamlines 
were determined with an algorithm that connected tangents to the instantaneous 
velocity vectors. Vorticity was calculated using an elemental circulation technique and 
is presented as contours of constant positive and negative vorticity. 

The value of characterizing the Karman vortex formation from a stationary cylinder 
on the basis of vorticity distributions at very low Reynolds numbers (up to Re = 200) 
was clearly demonstrated by Green & Gerrard (1993) using an analogous approach to 
PIV, namely direct particle tracking velocimetry (PTV). Further interpretation of their 
results is given by Griffin (1993, who focused on possible interpretations of the vortex 
formation length. The present study also includes consideration of the vortex 
formation length, but the general emphasis is on the instantaneous structure of both 
large and small scales at relatively high Re, and the manner in which they are altered 
due to perturbations of the cylinder. Sufficiently high spatial resolution is required; it 
is attained by appropriate design of the PIV-based system. 
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3. Structure of the wake from a stationary cylinder 
Figure 2 shows representative contours of instantaneous positive (thin lines) and 

negative (thick lines) vorticity in the near wake, spanning a range of Reynolds number. 
At Re = 5000, isolated concentrations of vorticity are barely detectable. At higher 
values of Reynolds number, indications of small-scale shear-layer vortices are clearly 
evident, first on the right-hand side of the image at Re = 6500, then considerably closer 
to the cylinder at Re = 8000 until, at Re = 10000, highly concentrated vortices are 
apparent immediately downstream of separation from the cylinder. At the largest 
values of Re, these small-scale concentrations are detectable within the clusters of 
vorticity that represent the first stage of formation of the Karman vortices. Moreover, 
regions of positive and negative vorticity are generally interspersed among one 
another. This observation suggests cancellation of vorticity during Karman vortex 
formation and development, which is addressed in the investigations of Gerrard (1 966) 
and Bearman & Obasaju (1982). Finally, an important general observation in figure 2 
is that the onset of the vorticity agglomerations associated with Karman vortex 
formation is strongly influenced by the onset of small-scale concentrations in the 
separating shear layer. At the highest value of Re = 10000, Karman vortices develop 
close to the base of the cylinder, in accord with the abrupt formation of the first shear- 
layer vortex immediately downstream of separation. 

The detailed structure of the separated layers from the bottom surface of the cylinder 
at Re = 5000 and 10000 is shown in figure 3.  For the contours of constant vorticity 
given in images (a )  and (e) ,  the minimum vorticity level is the same at wmin = 5 s-', 
whereas the incremental level Aw = 2 s-l in (a )  and 5 s-l in (e) .  In (a) ,  the closed 
contours of vorticity representing vorticity extrema are designated by the black arrows, 
These closed contours are confined to the innermost region of the vorticity layer. The 
wavelength h between their centres is 0.430, and the average dimensionless circulation 
over one wavelength, associated with the second and third vorticity extrema is 
r, = T/nUh = 0.45. On the other hand, at the higher value of Re represented in (e ) ,  
the vorticity is highly concentrated, and the wavelength h = 0.230 between the 
vorticity concentrations designated by the arrows in the left half of the image; the 
average value of r, = 0.42 is, however, close to that of image (a) .  

The degree of concentration of vorticity w is obtained by considering the first three 
peaks and valleys along the central portions of the vorticity contour patterns of images 
( a )  and (e). The average maximum vorticity Om,, was determined from a simple spatial 
average of the peak and valley values. The degree of vorticity concentration is 
expressed in normalized form as c = w m f l x / Q m a z  where om,, is the peak value of 
vorticity in each of the first three concentrations of vorticity. The values are 
c = wmax/Omax = 0.12, 0.12 and 0.21 for the first, second and third concentrations in 
image (a) ;  correspondingly, c = 0.22, 0.50 and 0.57 in image (e) .  The relatively high 
value of instantaneous vorticity concentration c = 0.57, associated with the third 
concentration in ( e )  is at a location just downstream of the base of the cylinder, 
x/D = 0.55, where .Y is measured from the centre of the cylinder. At approximately this 
same location, however, c = 0.12 in (a ) .  We therefore conclude that, in the initial 
region of development of the separated layer, the normalized concentration of vorticity 
is nearly a factor of 5 higher at Re = 10000 than at Re = 5000. 

These high values of vorticity concentration c' in image (e )  will be associated with 
relatively large fluctuations of vorticity and velocity as the train of vorticity 
concentrations translates past a given point of observation in the shear layer, and it is 
expected that the values of Reynolds stress will be substantially higher for the initial 
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FIGURE 3. Closeups of instantaneous vorticity contours (a, e )  and streamlines for the shear layer from 
the bottom surface of the cylinder at Re = 5000 (a-a') and Re = 10000 (e-gj. Minimum vorticity 
contour level w,,, = 5 s-l in (a) and (ej; increment Aw = 2 s-l in (a )  and 5 s-' in (e). For streamline 
patterns, Urer is the velocity of the reference frame of observation. The free-stream velocity is U. 

region of the layer at Re = 10000. The instantaneous value of u'zi'/P was evaluated 
at the location of the second extremum (peak) of vorticity in images ( a )  and (e ) .  Its 
values were 0.00096 and 0.004 respectively. The larger value at Re = 10000 suggests a 
large increase in time-averaged turbulent shear stress. The consequence is an increased 
entrainment demand of the shear layer at Re = 10000, in turn decreasing the formation 
length of the first Karman vortex, as shown in figure 2. 

Corresponding streamlines are shown in various reference frames in figure 3 ( k d )  at 
Re = 5000. The frame = 0.5U shows the saddle point structure, corresponding to 
locations where the streamlines tend to intersect, between the second, third and fourth 
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vorticity concentrations. For Uref = 0.1 U in image (c), the spiralling streamline patterr, 
has foci (apparent centres) at approximately the same location as the foci of (b)  and, 
in turn, the locations of the extrema of the vorticity concentrations in (a) .  In the 
laboratory frame Uref = 0; however, the centres of the lower-level vorticity 
concentrations are less well-defined, although they are generally identifiable as being 
associated with the first, second, and third vorticity extrema. At Re = 10000, the foci 
of the spiral streamline patterns are readily identifiable in figure 3 ( f ) ,  representing the 
frame Uref = OSU, but in (g) ,  corresponding to the laboratory frame U,, = 0, spiral 
patterns do not exist, and it is difficult to determine whether a ‘vortex’ exists. Despite 
the high concentration of vorticity c indicated in image (e),  the relatively close spacing 
of the concentrations precludes identification of vortices in the laboratory frame in 
image (8). On the other hand, the existence of vortices is suggested in the frames 
Uref = 0.1 U and 0 in images (c) and (d), even though the concentration of vorticity c 
has a much lower value. Although the sensitivity of streamline patterns to the frame 
of observation is well known, the images of figure 3 emphasize the consequence of 
degree of concentration of vorticity for essentially the same dimensionless circulation 
r,. 

These observations underscore the difficulty in interpreting the existence or strength 
of small-scale vortices in the separated layer from the cylinder based solely on 
visualization techniques that indicate instantaneous streamlines, e.g. particle streak 
visualization. In the event that streakline visualization using local injection of marker 
is employed, another type of difficulty is encountered, as demonstrated by Gursul & 
Rockwell (1991). By considering Stuart’s (1967) solution for a spatially periodic mixing 
layer, which allows arbitrary concentration of vorticity, they show that the area over 
which the visualization marker is distributed is actually inversely related to the degree 
of concentration of the vorticity. For example, as the vorticity concentration increases 
by a factor of 5, and the spatial extent of the vorticity is decreased accordingly, the 
width of the apparent vortex occupied by the marker actually increases by a factor of 
3 ,  when the marker is not introduced at a location of zero fluctuating vorticity. The 
extreme values of vorticity concentration addressed in figure 3 fall within the range 
covered in their study. It is evident that the interpretation of the onset of shear-layer 
vortices, as well as their degree of concentration and circulation is most appropriately 
based on instantaneous distributions of vorticity. 

4. Structure of the wake from a perturbed cylinder 
The foregoing section shows that, at sufficiently high Reynolds number Re = 10000, 

the near wake is characterized by the rapid onset of small-scale shear-layer vortices, 
which comprise the large-scale Karman structures. Application of small-amplitude 
perturbations at a lower value of Reynolds number Re = 5000 is expected to alter the 
onset and development of highly concentrated shear-layer vortices and, in turn, the 
Karman vortex formation. The objective therefore is to apply highly controlled 
disturbances at a single frequency, and determine the quantitative instantaneous 
response of the near wake. 

4.1. 0z)erziiew 
The overall response of the near wake is represented in figure 4. The excitation 
frequency.6 of the cylinder is normalized by the frequencyfl, of the inherent shear-layer 
instability and the oscillation amplitude A is normalized with respect to cylinder 
diameter D. Lines A ,  B, and C represent threshold values of excitation conditions that 
induce states of the near wake defined by the shaded regions. 
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FIGURE 4. Regime map showing the response of the near wake to oscillation of the cylinder. 
f ,  = oscillation frequency ( H z ) ; ~ ,  = frequency of inherent instability of separating shear layer. Ratio 
of shear layer to Karman frequency isf,/f, = 6.7. Re = 5000. 

The response diagram of figure 4 was obtained from extensive study of patterns of 
particle images of the near wake using a video system, as well as highly resolved 
quantitative interpretations of the near wake using the particle image velocimetry 
technique. The formation length of the Karman vortices is defined by the saddle point 
indicated in each of the schematics at the bottom of figure 4. Line A represents the 
boundary for which substantial modification of the Karmgn formation length, i.e. 
location of the saddle point, was attainable. It corresponds to a formation length of the 
large-scale Karman vortices equivalent to that occurring for the self-excited wake at 
Re = 10000 (see figure 2). Above this line, for further increases of either amplitude 
AID or frequency f , / f i ,  the Karman formation length continues to decrease until a 
limiting state is reached. It is defined by line B and corresponds to a location of the 
saddle point approximately 0.5D downstream of the base of the cylinder. Moreover, 
for the entire domain off,/A 21s. A I D  lying below line C, the shear-layer vortices are 
not synchronized with the cylinder motion; rather, their locations drift up- and 
downstream. Line C, however, represents the threshold for phase-locked spatially 
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repetitive patterns of shear- layer vortices relative to the motion of the cylinder. In the 
following, the principal features of the near-wake response are clarified for each of the 
regimes shown in figure 4. 

4.2. Perturbation at instability frequency of shear layer : efect of amplitude on 
patterns of vorticity concentrations 

Figure 5 (a)  gives an overview of the amplitude response of the near wake for increasing 
A I D  atfe/& = 1. All images were acquired at  the maximum positive displacement of 
the cylinder. Each image in the top row, showing contours of constant positive (white) 
and negative (grey) vorticity, is an ensemble- (phase) average of five successive 
instantaneous images. In the bottom row, corresponding instantaneous images are 
illustrated. It is evident that there is strong correspondence between the averaged and 
instantaneous images at a given value of A I D .  The general location and form of the 
vorticity concentrations are generally similar, except at AID = 0.016, where sequential 
images covering a number of cycles of excitation show substantial modulations of both 
the shear-layer and Ki rmin  vortex systems, corresponding to significant changes in the 
instantaneous images from cycle to cycle. This modulation therefore yields an averaged 
image significantly different from the instantaneous one. At sufficiently high 
A I D  = 0.04, however, these modulations give way to locked-on shear-layer vortices 
from cycle to cycle and strong correspondence between averaged and instantaneous 
images. 

Tke fo.rm.a<mx\t..g\h of tke shcxx-\qc~ uw\icesi% s\nw& d x ~ ~ ~ d c ~ t  QX A( D . h i  
the case of no excitation, i.e. AID = 0, regions of highly concentrated vorticity are not 
detectable within the field of view, consistent with the images of figures 2 and 3. For 
the smallest-amplitude perturbation, A I D  = 0.001, however, pronounced Kelvin- 
Helmholtz (K-H) concentrations are evident in both the ensemble-averaged and 
instantaneous images, and the initially formed vortex from the lower surface of the 
cylinder is at a distance x , / D  = 1.10, measured from the centre of the cylinder. It 
moves well upstream when the amplitude is increased to A I D  = 0.005, and, at the 
largest amplitudes, A I D  = 0.016 and 0.04, the first concentrated vortex is formed from 
the upper, rather than the lower, surface of the cylinder. If we focus on the formation 
length Lf of the first highly concentrated vortex in the ensemble-averaged layer from 
the lower surface of the cylinder, shown in the upper row of images of figure 5a, it is 
evident that Lf decreases with increasing AID until a saturation value close to the base 
of the cylinder, corresponding to x , / D  = 0.57, is attained at A / D  = 0.016; this value 
is maintained at  A I D  = 0.04. The circulation of the initially formed vortex, expressed 
in dimensionless form as r* = r / 2 ~ c U D ,  is essentially constant with values 
0.18 d P < 0.20 for amplitudes up to A / D  = 0.016, then increases to r" = 0.29 at 
A / D  = 0.04. 

The foregoing observations indicate the coincidence of several events at the 
threshold amplitude A I D  = 0.016: (a)  attainment of a limiting value of formation 
length of the first highly concentrated vortex in the shear layer, (b) an increase in 
circulation of this vortex (at A I D  = 0.004); (c )  a change in timing of the first highly 
concentrated shear-layer vortex relative to the cylinder motion ; and (d )  as suggested 
by the lack of close correspondence between the instantaneous and averaged images at 
A I D  = 0.016, onset of a modulated K-H vortex pattern, which returns to a phase- 
locked pattern at A I D  = 0.04. This aspect will be addressed in detail in figures 6 
and 7. 

These events in the shear layers have important consequences in the region between 
the shear layers. Clusters of positive (thick lines) and negative (thin lines) vorticity 
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move progressively upstream as A I D  is increased. This upstream migration of vorticity 
is particularly evident in the instantaneous images. For the case of the unperturbed 
cylinder (AID = 0), no detectable vorticity is evident in this region between the shear 
layers; it is first indicated at AID = 0.001. At A / D  = 0.016, the clusters of 
instantaneous positive and negative vorticity in the central region of the wake appear 
adjacent to the base of the cylinder. This effect is apparently associated with an 
increased entrainment demand of the shear layers, imposed by increased Reynolds 
stresses arising from earlier formation of shear-layer vortices with highly concentrated 
vorticity. It is equivalent to the effect observed with increasing Reynolds number (for 
the unperturbed cylinder), as addressed in figures 2 and 3 .  Indeed, a large increase in 
instantaneous Reynolds stress is associated with the increase in degree of concentration 
of vorticity, as described in 93.  

4.3. Perturbation at instability ,frequency of’ shear layer: effect of amplitude on 

Distributions of averaged velocity and streamline patterns are shown in figure 5 (b).  At 
A I D  = 0 and 0.001, the velocities in the base region are indeed small. The velocity 
magnitudes in the base region increase dramatically, however, at higher values of A / D ,  
and at A / D  = 0.0016 and 0.04, the entire region of the near wake immediately adjacent 
to the base of the cylinder participates in the formation of the shear-layer vortices and 
most likely the large-scale Karman vortices as well. These observations can be 
interpreted more quantitatively by describing the topology of the corresponding 
streamlines. 

The streamline topologies of figure 5 ( 6 )  correspond to the small-scale concentrations 
of vorticity, i.e. shear-layer vortices, of figure 5 (a) .  Patterns of spiralling streamlines are 
evident in the shear layers separating from the cylinder for all amplitudes AID. These 
spiral patterns are in contrast to the nested pattern of concentric closed streamlines 
that represents purely two-dimensional shear-layer vortices (Perry, Chong & Lim 
1982). An inward spiral corresponds to a stable focus and stretching of the vortex along 
its span; conversely, an outward spiral defines an unstable focus and spanwise 
contraction. At the smallest values of AID,  0 ,< AID ,< 0.005, the small-scale spirals 
are predominantly inward, indicating stable foci. At the largest values of A I D  = 0.016 
and 0.04, the first pronounced vortex forms immediately downstream of the cylinder 
(lower side, AID = 0.016; upper side, A / D  = 0.04) and the topology exhibits a well- 
defined limit cycle adjacent to a saddle point, defined by the point of intersection of 
intersecting streamlines. Also, in the region immediately adjacent to the base of the 
cylinder, several streamlines extend across the entire wake, thereby linking topological 
features on opposite sides of the wake. 

The onset and development of large-scale vortical structures in the near wake 
generates topological patterns that are linked to those of smaller-scale vortices 
described in the foregoing. At the smallest values of AID = 0 and 0.001, the pattern 
of streamlines in the central portion of the wake indicates no large-scale vortical 
activity within the field of view; instead, the streamline patterns along the central 
portion of the wake, which are oriented in the upstream direction, systematically 
diverge and connect to the shear layers separating from the cylinder. In essence, this 
pattern is induced by the entrainment demands of the shear layers, arising from the 
small-scale spiral patterns induced by excitation of the cylinder. At larger values of 
AID 3 0.005, a larger-scale swirl pattern of streamlines appears in each of the images; 
its centre (focus) is approximately 0.60 to 1 .OD downstream of the base of the cylinder, 
and it is located in the upper half of the wake. Correspondingly, a saddle point appears 

topology 
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beneath the larger-scale spiral pattern at AID = 0.005. With increasing AID, it rotates 
counterclockwise towards the upper shear layer until, at  A I D  = 0.04, it is above the 
plane of symmetry of the wake. This rotation of the saddle point corresponds to earlier 
formation and increased circulation of the shear-layer vortices. 

The topology of the larger-scale vortical structures at the values of AID = 0.016 and 
0.04 shows well-defined limit cycles immediately within the intersecting streamlines 
that form the saddle point. Within the limit cycle at  AID = 0.016, another nested limit 
cycle is evident; it suggests a single larger-scale concentration of vorticity and 
corresponds to the broadly distributed vorticity shown in the averaged image of figure 
5(a).  The limit cycle at AID = 0.04 contains two smaller-scale foci, corresponding to 
the two primary clusters of vorticity in the corresponding averaged image of figure 
5 ( 4 .  

Although these topological features at large AID suggest the occurrence of Karman 
vortices close to the base of the cylinder, this observation is not conclusive. The 
occurrence of shear-layer vortices having relatively high values of circulation, especially 
at .4/D = 0.016 and 0.04, distorts the streamline patterns. A spatial filtering technique 
is required to extract the largest-scale features of the near wake associated with the 
Kirman vortex formation at successive instants during the Karman cycle ; the next sub 
section focuses on this aspect. 

C. K .  Chyu and D. Rockwell 

4.4. Perturbation at instability frequency c?f’ shear-layer : consequence for Karman 
vortices 

In order to determine the inter-relationship between the forced shear-layer vortices and 
the naturally occurring KBrman vortices, cases of relatively large-amplitude excitation 
were considered as shown in figures 6 and 7. They correspond respectively to regimes 
B and C of figure 4. 

For the case of the amplitude AID = 0.016, shown in figure 6, a long time sequence 
of images was considered. Each image in the sequence corresponds to triggering the 
camera at  the maximum-positive displacement of each cycle having a period equal to 
that of the shear-layer instability. The three sets of images selected for figure 6 represent 
the minimum to convey the central message. These images are spaced at three cycles, 
designated as N = 1, 4 and 7. This spacing was chosen because approximately six 
complete cycles corresponds to one complete Karman cycle. Considering first the 
instantaneous contours of constant vorticity shown in the top row of images of figure 
6, it is evident that the initially formed concentrations of vorticity from the top and 
bottom surfaces of the cylinder are of a generally similar form and at nearly the same 
location for N = 1 and 7. In contrast, the pattern of initially formed vortices in the 
image at N = 4 is approximately a mirror image of those at  N = 1 and 7. This 
sequence, representative of a large number of successive images, shows that the pattern 
of initially formed shear-layer vortices is modulated such that it repeats approximately 
every six cycles, i.e. every Karman cycle. The overall pattern of the vorticity 
distributions is oriented downward at  N = 1 and 7, and upward at N = 4. 

In order to determine the possible relationship between the Karman vortex 
formation and the observed undulations of the wake shown in the top row of images 
of figure 6, the instantaneous velocity fields were low-pass filtered such that length 
scales smaller than 0.760 were eliminated, as shown in the middle row of figure 6. The 
consequence of this filtering is therefore to eliminate the small-scale vortices in the 
shear layer and to highlight the large-scale (Karman) vortex formation. A large-scale 
swirl pattern of velocity vectors is suggested in each of these filtered velocity images by 
the pinwheel-like fringes surrounding each black hole, i.e. region of essentially zero 
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FIGURE 6. Excitation of cylinder a t  ,f,/f; = 1 ,  corresponding to jL/fK = 6.7, and A / D  = 0.016. Top 
row: instantaneous vorticity fields, minimum contour level I wmln I = 5 s-', contour increment 
Aw = 10 s-'. Middle row: filtered velocity fields. Bottom row: vorticity fields with corresponding 
filtered streamline patterns. Re = 5000. 
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velocity. These black regions correspond to the centres, or foci, of the large-scale 
Kirman vortices. A Karman vortex appears to form from the upper surface of the 
cylinder in images N = 1 and 7, while a corresponding vortex forms from the lower 
surface at N = 4. Streamline patterns corresponding to the filtered velocity fields are 
superposed on the unfiltered vorticity contours in the bottom row of images of figure 
6. These patterns are very similar at N = 1 and 7:  a saddle point occurs at the bottom 
of the near wake, and the streamline pattern indicating the vortex spirals outwards 
(evident from magnification of the pattern of velocity vectors). This outward spiral 
represents an unstable focus, defined in conjunction with figure 4(b). A nearly mirror- 
image pattern occurs at N = 4. An important conclusion therefore is that the 
modulated vorticity concentrations arising from excitation at the frequency of the 
shear layer take on patterns that are coupled with formation of the large-scale Karman 
vortices. The wake undulates, i.e. ‘swings’ up and down, at the Kirman frequency. The 
amplitude of this wake swing is far in excess of what one would expect to occur at this 
very small amplitude of the cylinder perturbation. It appears that these particular 
patterns of shear-layer vortices, which are non-phase-locked at the excitation 
frequency, but spatially repetitive at the Karman frequency, serve to amplify the 
transverse excursions, or swinging motion, of the entire near wake at the Karman 
frequency. In other words, the modulated interaction of the shear-layer vortices 
represents a type of resonant effect that leads to highly amplified global motion of the 
wake. Considering the map of figure 4, this global response occurred primarily at larger 
values of A I D  in regime B, while low values of A I D  in regime B, modulated formation 
of the shear-layer vortices persisted, with less significant undulations of the entire near 
wake. 

On the other hand, at a higher value of amplitude A I D  = 0.04, represented by the 
images of figure 7, phase-locked patterns of shear-layer vortices were attained in the 
near wake; such patterns correspond to regime C in figure 4. In this case, no 
modulation of the type shown in figure 6 was present; therefore images corresponding 
to three successive cycles of excitation, N = 1, 2 and 3 ,  i.e. approximately one-half 
Karman cycle, are shown. The top row of images showing contours of constant 
vorticity indicates that the first two negative (thin lines) shear-layer vortices from the 
upper surface of the cylinder appear at approximately the same location in each image; 
similarly, the first two vortical structures from the bottom surface of the cylinder 
generally show a similar consistency. The basic features of this type of phase-locking 
of the initially formed vortices in the shear layer were first addressed in the preliminary 
study of Chyu et al. (1995). 

The instantaneous velocity fields corresponding to the vorticity contours of the top 
row of images of figure 7 were filtered in the same manner as for figure 6. These filtered 
velocity fields, shown in the middle row of images, can be interpreted in the same spirit 
as the corresponding ones of figure 6. A Karman vortex from the bottom surface of the 
cylinder is evident at N = 1. At N = 2, this vortex has moved downstream, and a 
smaller one has formed near the top surface. Finally, at N = 3, a large-scale vortex now 
appears from the top surface of the cylinder, while that from the bottom surface is no 
longer evident. 

The streamlines centred on the Karman vortices exhibit an inward spiral, i.e. stable 
focus at N = 1 and 3, in contrast to the consistently unstable focus observed for the 
modulated case of figure 6. On the other hand, during the transformation from the 
state at N = 1 to that at 3 in figure 7, unstable foci occur at N = 2. 

The instantaneous streamline patterns corresponding to these filtered instantaneous 
velocity fields were originally assessed by Chyu et al. (1995). They are shown in the 
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FIGURE I .  Excitation of cylinder at.j;/,f; = 1, corresponding tof;/f, = 6.7, and A / D  = 0.04. Top row: 
instantaneous vorticity fields, minimum contour level 1 wmin I = 5 s-', contour increment A u  = 10 SS' 

(from Chyu et al. 1995). Middle row: filtered velocity fields. Bottom row: vorticity fields with 
corresponding filtered streamline patterns (from Chyu et ul. 1995). Re = 5000. 
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bottom row of figure 7. In accord with the filtered velocity fields, the streamline 
topology indicates large-scale vortex formation from the bottom surface of the cylinder 
at N = 1. It progresses to the right at N = 2 and is no longer evident at N = 3. On the 
other hand, the initial stages of large-scale vortex formation from the upper surface of 
the cylinder are suggested by the topology at N = 2, and its further development at 
N = 3. The types of spiral streamline patterns, foci, and saddle points shown in figure 
7 are what one expects for a self-excited wake at much higher Reynolds number, for 
which natural vortex formation occurs close to the base of the cylinder. 

The interesting conclusion drawn from the observations of figure 7 is that first a 
locked-on, or phase-locked, pattern of shear-layer vortices can be generated in the near 
wake of the cylinder. This phase-locked pattern can then coexist with the spatial and 
temporal evolution of the large-scale Karman vortex formation in the near-wake 
region (Chyu et al. 1995). These cyclic-repetitive phase-locked patterns of shear-layer 
vortices do not allow the large-scale transverse undulations or ‘swinging’ of the 
entire near wake at the Karman frequency, as is the case for regime B represented by 
figure 6. 

C. K.  Chyu arid D.  Rockwell 

4.5. Perturbation at subharmonics o j  instability frequency of shear layer 
Substantial modification of the near-wake structure is attainable at not only the most 
unstable frequency A. of the shear layer separating from the cylinder but also its 
subharmonics (see figure 4). Cases of excitation at = 4, f and f are given in figure 
8. For each of these cases of subharmonic excitation, AID was adjusted in order to 
maintain the product f, A constant. As a reference case, consider the vorticity layers 
from the stationary cylinder, corresponding to AID = 0, shown in figure 5(a).  No 
concentrations of vorticity are evident within the field of view. On the other hand, the 
top row of images in figure 8, showing averaged distributions of vorticity, all indicate 
clusters of vorticity in the field of view for frequency ratios f,/f: = i, f and a. The 
corresponding patterns of averaged velocity in the middle row of figure 8 exhibit swirls 
that occur closer to the base of the cylinder with increasing frequency ratio f,/J;I. The 
instantaneous structure of the near wake is represented by the instantaneous contours 
of positive and negative vorticity in the bottom row of figure 8. Atf,/f, = +, regions of 
positive and negative vorticity occur in the base region between the separating shear 
layers. At a higher value of = i, the upper shear layer curls into a large-scale 
vortex, and at f,/A = :, a similar curling back of the upper shear layer occurs, but its 
extent and complexity are more pronounced, with naturally occurring vortices evident 
along the entire extent of the shear layer. 

The agglomeration of small-scale vorticity concentrations to form large-scale 
vortices close to the base of the cylinder might be expected to have analogies with the 
simpler configuration of an isolated mixing layer, such as that from a sharp-edged 
splitter plate. It is well known that the phenomenon of ‘collective coalescence’ can 
occur in a mixing layer when subharmonic perturbations are applied (Ho & Huang 
1982). Provided the amplitude of the perturbation is sufficiently large, there is an 
abrupt simultaneous coalescence of small-scale vortices arising from the inherent 
instability of the mixing layer. Collective coalescence, in the traditional sense, does not 
appear to be attainable in the separated layers of the near wake, at least for the range 
of parameters considered herein. It is important to distinguish between the isolated 
mixing layer and the present system of two separated (mixing) layers with a base flow 
between them. These separated layers eventually comprise the large-scale vortices, 
which in turn modify the very near-wake region. This distinguishing feature gives rise 
to upstream movement of the vorticity concentrations in the central portion of the 
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FIGURE 8. Excitation ofcylinder a t  subharmonics of the inherent instability frequency (A) of the shear 
layer. First subharmonic corresponds to,j:/A = t andf,/f,, = 3.35. Top row and middle row: averaged 
vorticity and velocity fields. Bottom row: instantaneous vorticity fields. I wnLin I = 5 s-', Aw = 5 s-l. (a) 
fe/J =i, A I D  = 0.04; (b)  f,/f; = i, A I D  = 0.03; (c) j ; / f ;  = i, A I D  = 0.02. Re = 5000. 
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( a )  

N = 2  3 I 

FIGURE 9(a ) .  For caption see facing page. 

wake, evident in the instantaneous image of figure 8(a)  corresponding to fJf i  = $, as 
well as curling up of the upper shear layer, evident in the instantaneous image of figure 
8 (h)  representing J,[fi = 5. A similar curling up of the separated layer occurs in the 
instantaneous image of figure 8 (c) corresponding to,fJfi = i; in induces agglomeration 
of as many as six vortices in the shear layer, but in a distinctly different fashion than 
for collective coalescence in an isolated mixing layer. 

I t  is evident from both the averaged and instantaneous images atf,/f, = that simple 
subharmonic excitation draws the entire pattern of vortical structures close to the base 
of the cylinder. This pattern alternates from cycle to cycle and persists in this fashion 
during the steady-state periodic motion. In order to determine the possible states of the 
near wake leading to this type of structure, we consider its transient response, as 
described in the next sub section. 
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N = l l  17 25 

FIGURE 9. Transient response to onset of cylinder perturbation. Excitation is a t  fJf ,  = f. 
corresponding tof,/f, = 3.35, and . 4 /D  = 0.04. Top row: instantaneous vorticity fields. Bottom row: 
instantaneous velocity fields. I wnrzn I = 5 s-’, AW = 7.5 s-’. Re = 5000. ( a )  N = 3, 3 and 7 ;  (h)  N = 1 1 ,  
17 and 25. 

4.6. Transient response to onset ojperturbation : contraction oj’ near wake 

For the initial state of the unperturbed wake shown in figure 5 ( a )  ( A I D  = 0), the 
cylinder was subjected to applied perturbations at a frequency ratio Jb/ f ,  = f and an 
amplitude A I D  = 0.04. Let N = 0 represent the onset of the cylinder motion. The 
transient development of the near wake is represented by the images of figure 9(a), 
corresponding to cycles N = 2, 3 and 7 of the perturbation at one-half the inherent 
shear-layer frequency, i.e. f ,  = , f i / 2 .  All images correspond to the same instantaneous 
position of the cylinder, i.e. its maximum positive displacement. These images were 
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selected from the complete sequence in order to illustrate key features of the temporally 
and spatially developing wake. 

Consider first the instantaneous distributions of vorticity in the top row of figure 
9 ( u ) .  It is evident that all three images show moderate-scale concentrations of vorticity 
in the upper shear layer, which have the same general form and location, i.e. they are 
phase-locked at the subharmonic excitation frequency. On the other hand, the form of 
the vorticity concentrations in the lower layer from the cylinder alternates between the 
states shown at N = 2 and 3. In other words, the lower layer exhibits one pattern of 
vorticity concentrations at N = 2 and 7, and another pattern at N = 3 and 8 (not 
shown). Detailed inspection of all images in this sequence shows that the largest clusters 
of vorticity in the top and bottom shear layers from the cylinder are formed from pairing 
of adjacent concentrations of small-scale vortices in the shear layer, while the smallest 
concentration in the bottom layer is not paired. The wavelength between the paired 
concentrations of vorticity in the upper layer is consistently h / D  = 0.72. In the lower 
layer, however, the spacing between the unpaired and paired concentrations of 
vorticity varies dramatically: in images N = 2 and 7, where the pattern is nearly 
repetitive, h / D  = 0.62 and 0.69 respectively; in image N = 3, however, h / D  = 0.98. 
During this modulation, the difference d in spacing between the first (paired) 
concentration of vorticity from the upper surface and the corresponding (unpaired) 
concentration from the lower surface is as follows: for N = 2 and 7, d / D  = 0.32 and 
0.30; and for N = 3 and 8, d / D  = 0.42 and 0.37. This initial offset d of the first vortex 
from the top and bottom surfaces of the cylinder and its variation with N apparently 
serves as the initial condition for substantial modulations in wavelength between the 
paired and unpaired concentrations in the lower layer. These modulations are, in turn, 
related to the instantaneous circulation of the vortical structures. In the upper layer, 
this circulation r" = I'/n:UD has values in the range 0.28 < r" < 0.33. In the lower 
layer, the unpaired concentrations of vorticity have values of r" over the range 
0.15 d r" d 0.16. The paired concentrations in the lower layer at N = 2 and 7 have 
values r" = 0.43 and 0.35. It is therefore evident that the paired concentrations in the 
lower layer can have a value of r" somewhat larger than that of the paired 
concentrations in the upper layer. This difference in circulation is an additional feature 
of the modulated near wake. 

Viewing all of the images of figure 9 ( a )  together, one concludes that shortly after the 
onset of oscillation, the region near the base of the cylinder is essentially vorticity free, 
i.e. the large-scale clusters of vorticity concentrations in the central region of the wake 
at N = 2 and 3 are located well downstream. It is therefore possible for coalescence of 
adjacent small-scale vortices to occur in the same fashion as for an isolated mixing 
layer. The occurrence of the alternating paired-unpaired sequence in the lower layer, 
however, relative to the consistently paired sequence in the upper layer, suggests that 
coupling occurs between the shear layers separating from the cylinder; this effect is not 
present, of course, for the classical mixing layer. 

The rhythmic variation of vortex patterns in images N = 2-7 gradually draws 
irregular clusters of vorticity upstream, through the central portion of the wake, to the 
base region. Owing to the increased Reynolds stress of the perturbed layers from the 
cylinder, their entrainment demands increase and the end effect is 'pumping' of fluid 
towards the base of the cylinder. This process continues until, at N = 11 in figure 9 ( 6 ) ,  
the ordered patterns of vorticity concentrations formed from the cylinder collapse to 
simple layers of unpaired small-scale concentrations in the shear layer. These layers 
merge at the plane of symmetry of the base region. This intermediate state of the wake 
is followed by that at N = 14 (not shown), then that at N = 17. At N = 14, the anti- 
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symmetry of large-scale clusters becomes apparent; the upper shear layer curls back 
into the base region. Then, at N = 17, the large-scale cluster of positive (thick lines) 
vorticity from the bottom surface of the cylinder, which may be viewed as a Karman- 
type vortex, induces a negative (thin lines) cluster from the base of the cylinder, arising 
from eruption of vorticity from the base. Simultaneously, the negative (thin lines) 
Karman vortex from the upper surface of the cylinder undergoes its initial stage of 
formation. At N = 25, the limiting state is attained. The large-scale concentration of 
positive (thick lines) vorticity, again representing the Karman vortex, is formed very 
close to, and extends along, the entire base. It deflects outward the developing shear 
layer from the upper shoulder of the cylinder. At larger values of N ,  i.e. longer times, 
the pattern of vortex formation persists in this form. 

The circulation of the white, Karman-type vortices at N = 17 is r" = 0.89, which is 
more than five times the value of r" = 0.16 for the unpaired shear-layer (K-H) vortex 
and over twice the r" = 0.39 for the paired vortex in the lower layer of figure 9(a) .  This 
remarkable transformation in the structure of the wake from images N = 2-17 
therefore yields a large increase in circulation of the initially formed vortices. The final 
limit-cycle structure of the initially formed Karman vortex at N = 25 corresponds to 
a value of r" = 0.57, substantially lower than the more classical form of the Karman 
vortex at N = 17. 

The corresponding patterns of the instantaneous velocity field are shown in the 
bottom rows of images in figures 9 ( a )  and 9(b) .  In general, the features of these velocity 
fields reinforce the foregoing observations of the vorticity distributions. The ingestion 
of fluid in the upstream direction towards the base of the cylinder is indicated at 
N =  7 by large velocity vectors in regions near the base. At N =  11, there is an 
upstream-oriented jet along the plane of symmetry of the wake; it corresponds to 
converging of the clusters of vorticity towards the centre of the wake. At N = 17 and 
25, the regions of low velocity near the cylinder are of minimum extent, due to the very 
rapid formation of vortices adjacent to the cylinder surface. Particularly important is 
the velocity field adjacent to the base at N = 17. The counterclockwise swirl associated 
with the Karman vortex from the bottom of the cylinder induces abrupt separation 
from the base and formation of the vortex of opposite sense described in the foregoing. 

Viewing the transient process of figures 9 ( a )  and 9(b)  as a whole, the following 
simplified scenario occurs. First, at the onset of oscillation, the vorticity concentrations 
in the shear layers separating from the cylinder respond in a subharmonic alternating 
sense, where the larger-scale concentrations of vorticity are formed from small-scale 
shear-layer vortices. This process continues until the separating layers from the 
cylinders are deflected inwards towards the plane of symmetry (see N = 1 l ) ,  forming 
a jet directed towards the base of the cylinder. This instant marks an important 
transformation in the structure of the near wake. After it occurs, formation of large- 
scale vortices tends to occur immediately downstream of the base. Following abrupt 
separation and vortex formation from the base of the cylinder ( N  = 17), induced by a 
Karman vortex, a limit-cycle oscillation occurs, whereby the large-scale Karman 
vortices are formed immediately adjacent to the base of the cylinder. 

The shear layers separating from the surface of the cylinder are often viewed as 
equivalent to classical isolated mixing layers generated from, for example, a thin 
splitter plate. The mean velocity distributions across separated layers from a stationary 
cylinder, as well as the nature of disturbance amplification in these layers, are 
addressed by Unal & Rockwell (1988) and Khor & Sheridan (1994). These layers do 
indeed exhibit several features in common with simple mixing layers, provided the 
Reynolds number lies in the range such that Karman vortex formation occurs 
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(a> 

N =  0 3 9 

FIGURE 1O(u). For caption see facing page. 

sufficiently far downstream. I t  is evident from the present study, however, that the 
onset of perturbations of the cylinder, which initially induces vortex pairing similar to 
that in a simple mixing layer, eventually generates a state of the layer distinctly different 
from its isolated counterpart. The entrainment demands of these perturbed layers 
induce, with increasing time, drastic modifications of the flow in the base region of the 
cylinder, leading to a succession of complex states. Irrespective of the particular set of 
states observed during this transformation, the end consequence is a persistent and 
highly repetitive formation of Klirmin vortices close to the base of the cylinder. This 
suggests that, once the velocity field in the very near-wake region is altered through 
formation of the small- and intermediate-scale vortical structures, it allows onset of an 
absolutely unstable disturbance amplification, leading to the limit-cycle oscillations of 
the large-scale Karinin vortices. 
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N=18 21 31 

FIGURE 10. Transient response to cessation of cylinder perturbation. Excitation is at .fJf; = i, 
corresponding to,fJf;( = 3.35, and . 4 / D  = 0.04. Top row: instantaneous vorticity fields. Bottom row: 
instantaneous velocity fields. 1 O J ! ~ ~ , ,  1 = 5 s-', Am = 7.5  s-'. Re = 5000. ( u )  N = 0, 3 and 9 ;  ( b )  N = 18, 
21 and 31. 

4.1. Transient response to cessation of' q'1indetc.r perturhations : relaxation of  neur- 
wake 

When the periodic motion of the cylinder is abruptly terminated, the near wake relaxes 
to its undisturbed asymptotic form through a series of distinctive states. To examine 
this relaxation process, the steady-state response of the near wake is first attained. It 
corresponds to image N = 25 in figure 9(b) .  Then, the cylinder motion is abruptly 
terminated, represented by N = 0 in figure 10(a). In describing this evolution of the 
near wake, we focus on the large-scale vortex formed from the upper surface of 
the cylinder. For the images N = 3 and 9 in the top row of figure 10(u),  the 
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instantaneous distributions of vorticity indicate that the vorticity layer from the top 
surface of the cylinder experiences an increase in radius of curvature, i.e. it tends to 
flatten out. Correspondingly, the large-scale cluster of negative (thin lines) vorticity 
moves further downstream. At N = 9, the large cluster of negative vorticity extends 
well across the wake and nearly intercepts the positive layer of vorticity from the 
bottom surface of the cylinder. At the larger values of N = 18-31, shown in figure 
lO(b), the initial region of the vorticity layer from the top shoulder of the cylinder is 
now essentially flat, i.e. parallel to the incident free stream, and the large cluster of 
negative vorticity extends only a limited distance across the wake, i.e. approximately 
to the plane of symmetry of the wake region. At the still larger value of N = 31, the 
region near the base of the cylinder is increasingly devoid of patches of vorticity, and 
the pattern of the near-wake structure tends toward the asymptotic undisturbed state 
shown in figure 5 ( a )  at AID = 0. These central features of the near-wake relaxation are 
also exhibited in the corresponding velocity fields in figure 10(a, b). The upstream- 
oriented jet-like flow near the plane of symmetry of the base region at N = 18 marks 
the onset of downstream migration of patches of vorticity in the base region, evident 
in images N = 21 and 3 1. 

Particularly remarkable, however, is the relatively large number of cycles required 
for the wake to relax to its asymptotic undisturbed state. Even a time span 
corresponding to thirty-one cycles ( N  = 3 l ) ,  representing approximately nine cycles of 
the Kirman formation, are not adequate to completely achieve the undisturbed state 
shown in figure 5 ( a ) .  

5 .  Concluding remarks 
Excitation of the separated shear layers by perturbations of the cylinder is an 

effective means of indirectly controlling the development of Karma, vortices in the 
near wake, both for steady-state and transient perturbations of the cylinder. This 
control can be achieved at the fundamental and subharmonic frequencies of the 
unstable shear layer. Certain features of the shear-layer and near-wake response mimic 
those arising from increased Reynolds number in absence of cylinder perturbations. 
The central findings of this investigation are summarized as follows: 

(a)  The onset of highly concentrated vortices in the initial region of development of 
the shear layer can be postponed to a relatively high Reynolds number in a quiet 
facility. Even though instantaneous images show detectable regions of spatially periodic 
vorticity (at Re = 5000 in the present case), they have a low value of dimensionless 
vorticity concentration, defined as the ratio of the maximum instantaneous to averaged 
vorticity, wmns/Qmax = 0.1. Doubling the Reynolds number (to Re = 10000) increases 
( c ) ~ ~ ~ / Q ~ ~ ~  by a factor of about 5, accompanied by a fourfold increase in the 
instantaneous Reynolds stress. Correspondingly, the formation decreases substantially. 

( h )  The onset, degree of vorticity concentration, and circulation of the shear-layer 
vortices must be interpreted with caution, in view of the range of possible values of 
( r ) n l u x / s 2 w t a s .  Visualization techniques that yield streamlines can provide indications 
counter to those based on the actual patterns of vorticity. In the laboratory frame, 
regions of highly concentrated vorticity at small wavelength do not indicate well- 
defined spiral streamline patterns and corresponding foci of vortices, whereas weakly 
concentrated patterns of vorticity at larger Wavelength do, even though both of these 
extreme cases have the same dimensionless circulation, normalized by the wavelength 
between vorticity concentrations. Moreover, the substantially different values of 
dimensionless vorticity concentration wmo /Q,,,, for these two extreme cases will give 
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regions of locally injected marker in the form of streaklines which have a spatial extent 
counter to that of the concentrated vorticity. 

(t) The onset of highly concentrated vortices in the shear layer can be induced and 
advanced upstream, in a deterministic and consistent manner, by cylinder displacement 
and velocity perturbations as small as AID = and z ’ ~ / U  = 6 x lop3 respectively, 
even at relatively high Reynolds number. This highly sensitive response indicates that 
the separated shear layer is convectively unstable. 

( d )  The formation length of the first highly concentrated vortex in the shear layer 
decreases with increasing excitation amplitude AID until a limiting position is attained. 
At this value of A I D ,  the initially formed vortex exhibits a change in timing, i.e. it 
switches from one side of the cylinder to the other. These alterations in the shear layer 
are accompanied by changes in the region between them : patches of vorticity migrate 
upstream towards the base. This process involves a decrease of formation length of the 
first Karman vortex. 

(e) The streamline topology of the shear-layer vortices, formed in the initial region 
of the separating shear layers shows, at small values of amplitude AID, predominantly 
a stable focus, corresponding to spanwise stretching of the vortex. At larger values of 
AID, however, more complex topology involving limit-cycle streamlines sets in. The 
corresponding topology in the base region between the layers, at small AID,  generally 
takes the form of diverging non-spiralling streamlines due to the entrainment demands 
of the separated layers. At large values of A I D ,  the streamlines transform to limit-cycle 
patterns associated with early formation of the Karman vortices, and the associated 
saddle point systematically rotates with increasing AID.  

( f )  Modulated, but ordered, patterns of shear-layer vortices can be induced even 
when the cylinder perturbation is sinusoidal. In turn, these modulated patterns induce 
relatively large-amplitude modulations of the initially formed Karman vortices. 

(g) Locked-in (phase-locked) patterns of shear-layer vortices promote rapid 
development of the Karmin vortices. The pattern of initially formed shear-layer 
vortices tends to remain spatially stationary, while the Karman vortex develops 
spatially and temporally upon this pattern. 

( h )  Transient development of patterns of shear-layer vortices, induced by abrupt 
onset of periodic motion of the cylinder, involves a series of well-defined states, which 
allow the near-wake to transform from a system of perturbed mixing layers to well- 
defined Kirman vortices. Two critical states occur during this transformation : (i) a jet- 
like flow towards the base of the cylinder, which represents the first phase of formation 
of the Karman vortices; and (ii) vortex formation from the base of the cylinder, 
induced by the Karman vortex. After this second state is attained, a steady-state limit 
cycle occurs, involving Karman vortex formation immediately adjacent to the base. 

( i )  Recovery from Karman vortex formation towards a system of separated mixing 
layers is achieved by abrupt cessation of the periodic motion of the cylinder. The 
relaxation time is, however, very long, requiring more than thirty-one periods of the 
shear-layer instability, corresponding to nine cycles of the Karman mode. 
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